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ABSTRACT
Implementation of Three-Axis Attitude Determi-
nation (TRIAD) on-board a CubeSat testbed with
and external reference attitude data collected us-
ing open source software AprilTags. External
reference motion tracking software, uses inputs
from an array of commercial-off-the-shelf high-
definition web cam-era, to track the motion of vi-
sual targets mounted on a test article and report
back roll, pitch, yaw, and Cartesian position in-
formation in real time. It is shown that the ex-
ternal reference can track the attitude of a given
testbed with an accuracy of 5 degrees or better,
which is sufficient for many current and future
CubeSat missions.
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LAB OBJECTIVES
The Generalized Nanosatellite Avionics Testbed
(G-NAT) lab at NASA Ames Research Center pro-
vides a flexible, easily accessible facility for devel-
oping hardware and software for advanced small
spacecraft. The Lab facility includes:

1. An air bearing that provides 3DOF a rota-
tional motion

2. A Helmholtz cage that generates a mag-
netic field equivalent to that encountered in
space.

3. A sun emulator bulb that produces a sun
vector with a known orientation

4. An "attitude truth" system based on the
open-source AprilTags software.

a3 Degrees of Freedom

FUTURE RESEARCH

• Perform AprilTags tracking system on
Biosentennial CubeSats missions.

• Survey of additional attitude estimators on
CubeSat-class testbed (i.e. MEKF).

• Perform CubeSat testing on two separate
simulators to test configurations with mul-
tiple NanoSatellites.

RESULTS

Figure 1: TRIAD Algorithm Overlayed with AprilTags Based External Reference

Figure 2: The CubeSat testbed as seen from the AprilTag cam-
era, with measured angles reported in the top left corner in real
time

• Created turnkey attitude determi-
nation system with array of inex-
pensive cameras.

• Established easy calibration proto-
col for AprilTags based external ref-
erence system.

• Implemented a survey of attitude
estimators and compared external
reference to verify accuracies.

• Implemented attitude estimators
and leveraged external reference to
improve accuracies of on-board at-
titude estimators.
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APRILTAGS EXTERNAL TRUTH
AprilTagsa and other passive fiducial markers require
specialized algorithms to detect markers among other
features in a natural scene. Exploit the AprilTags de-
tection we decompose Euler angles from the rotation
matrix obtained from the projection matrix of the tag
with respect to the camera reference using Direct Lin-
ear Transformation. Knowing the position of camera
orientation with respect to the air bearing pedestal ro-
tation point tag attitudes are converted into inertial ref-
erence frame providing the "Attitude Truth" for the G-
NAT Testbed.

aOpen source tag detection package provided by Univer-
sity Michigan Robotics Lab by Edwin Olson

ATTITUDE ESTIMATION
Three-Axis attitude determination (TRIAD) Given two
non-parallel reference unit vectors V̂1 and V̂2 (e.g. the
direction of the Earth, the sun, a star or geomagnetic
field) and the corresponding observation unit vectors
Ŵ1 and Ŵ2 (e.g. magnetometer or accelerometer) we
wish to find an orthogonal matrix A (Or Attitude Ma-
trix) which satisfies:
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